The Reprimand:
An Update
Dean Broken Arrow, sub­
sequently suspended from the
handsome students, has been elected
representative of the Committee to
Promote the Social Well-being of
Students (CPSWS) to the FAC. This
will be his third term in office and
will then come to class on "the honor
system."

Baruch College, CUNY
April 1, 1989

BUDGET CUTS
FORCE BARUCH TO MERGE
MAJOR OFFICES
By BERMINGHAM ALABAMA

ADDICTIVE DISEASE
STRIKES BARUCH

Have you been using your Mac
too much lately?
By SINOQUTO BURRITO

According to Dean Don Johnson,
the approved budget for Macintosh
computers in The Tickler office has
been put on hold due to a recent
teaching assignment. Johnson
will then come to class on "the honor
system."

son, consultant on budgets,
said that the recent Macintosh
study concluded that computers pose
a serious threat that might affect
the whole faculty. He stated that the
students who associate with them.
When asked what the details of the
study is, he said, "(The Macintosh
computers results in a)
serious indication that is harmful to
both students and faculty and we
don't want a bunch of Mac-atics
running around this school."

There are about 200 students and
faculty members that already own
Macintosh computers, so it seems
that the money that was going to be
spent on new Macintoshes will be
spent on rehabilitation centers for
these poor students and faculty
members.

According to The Wall Street
Quack, this new addiction is
classified as a disease. People
everywhere are becoming addicted
to this little small beige box with a
small screen that makes funny
bleeping and whirring sounds. It has
a funny looking mouse attached to
the end of it, that has people just
squeezing and pressing it to death.
The most dangerous part of this lit­
tle box is the screen. People spend
countless hours and even days look­
ing into this screen with so much
for sleep, healthy eating or personal
hygiene.

The following check list
by Michael D. Wesley of Macuser,
can help you determine whether or not you're ad­
icted to the Macintosh. Please answer
these questions honestly. If it
helps, type them into your word
processor or outline, since people
are less likely to lie to their Macin­
toshes.

1) Do you have a bumper sticker
displayed prominently on your
vehicle that carries any of these
messages:
   • "I love my MAC"
   • "My spouse, probably. My pet,
   maybe. My Macintosh. NEVER!"
   • "You'll take my Macin­
   tosh away from me this day you
   pry my cold, dead fingers
   around the mouse."

(Continued on Page 2)

Professor
Links College
Mainframe To
2nd St. Game

By MENTAL WARD

A faculty member was charged
with tampering with student grades.
The teacher, Professor Miriam
Worsenburger, a member of the
main computer (which holds all stu­
dent records) with the Outrun video
game on the Stur Center's sec­
ond floor game room. In Outrun,
players navigate a track and try to
avoid obstacles and other cars.
They pick up points by running
through the course in the quickest
possible way. Worsenburger chang­
ed the game, as he said "just a little
bit."

Once Outrun was linked to the
Baruch computer it became just not
a racecourse but another class
-course at Baruch, taught by (you
guessed it) Professor STACC.
Worsenburger switched the initial
screen at the end of the game reser­
vied for high scorers and put it at
the front of the game. Instead of ini­
tial the players were asked for
their Social Security numbers. Then
the fun really started. No 기

Instead of obstacles in the shape
of other cars, players saw "big
blips" which took the place of red
C64 they had taken before on them.
The first blip which was hit in the
game told the machine that the player was tak­
ing that class over and was to be

PINK FLOYD'S
SYD BARRETT
APPEARS AT
BARUCH COLLEGE

By VLADMIR O. HOLTZ

Cambridge, Eng.: Syd Barrett,
former lead singer of the rock
band Pink Floyd escaped from the
Cambridge Institute for the Mental­
ly Insane, according to Barrett's
physician, Dr. Creampuff A.
Schwimmer.

Barrett was placed in the Cam­
bridge Institute 20 years ago by his
best friend and bandmate Roger
Waters.

"When Syd was admitted," said
Schwimmer, "we thought he was
suffering from the delusion that
he was an orange. Upon monitor­
ing his behavior, though it was
not obvious, signs of being a citrus
fruit. Instead he constantly
claimed with great conviction
that he was pink. This was curious
behavior."
SEAGULL TAKES A DIVE

Last week when President Jonathan L. Seagull admitted to accepting private contributions of Brazilian potatoes, in blatant disregard of CUNY rules, we thought we had heard it all. But now, just days after his apology and explanation, ("We needed them to pay our adjuncts. The budget cuts have really opened up a pit full of temptation!") we now learn that in addition to the contraband potatoes, President Seagull has also been the recipient of several guava bush kick-backs.

We understand that our adjuncts are hungry but we are entirely unwilling to accept this illegal and immoral conduct on the part of our college’s top officials. In the words of one tenured professor: “Let them eat cake!”

NEW COURSE SELECTION AT BARUCH

By W. B. KOTTER

Remedial Political Science ...... Section FU-J: "Ethics in Politics"

— Distinguished Boss Tweed Lecturer, Stanley Friedman, M.W. 3 p.m. — 9:07 p.m. Room 103 Tammany Hall.

This course will deal with problems and issues that should arise in the events of bribery and selling electronic voting machine tickets to municipalities that you work in and which were manufactured by companies Friedman’s credentials include the post of Bronx Democratic leader, Lehman College lecturer, and license plate production supervisor at Cell Block H-Riker’s Island.

Remedial Political Science 0001: section RU-CRZ "communications in politics — when to say the right thing at the right time!"

— President George Bush, M.W. 8 a.m. — 8 p.m., Washington D.C. campus — 1600 Pennsylvania Ave.

The course will instruct students what to do when you visit the World War II veterans dinner — and forget the date of the bombing of Pearl Harbor. We will also study the "anti-racist, anti-fascist, and anti-semitic" at a B'nai Brit dinner, and fine pleasure in admitting that you call your half-Mexican grandchildren "the little brown ones."

If time permits, Mr. Bush will discuss the statistical analysis in selecting the most competent running mate available.

Remedial Statistics, ....., "The probability of losing the presidential election in 40 of 50 states," Section DU-I, M.T.W., 7-8 p.m. — 11:47 p.m. the distinguished George McGovern lecturer: former veep and 1984 Presidential candidate Walter "Fritz" Mondale.

Insomnia Share-Kure Hall.

This course will teach the students of mediocre speaking and how to pick a running mate whose husband has no question of personal integrity. We will discuss questionable financial transactions that will overshadow your platform, and make college officials quote your lack of personality.

QUOTATION OF THE YEAR

"I just don’t like CUNY."

—Governor Mario Cuomo in reference to the proposed budget cuts.
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